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scheduling of this training [59]. Logistics is the process of
Abstract- Lack of high-level usability awareness often leads the planning, implementing and controlling the efficient,
e-business communities to a missing relative assessment of effective flow and storage of services and related information
capability of collaborative businesses effectively in terms of from the point of origin to the point of consumption.
achieving strategic and competitive advantages. In this paper, However, the major purpose of business logistics is to
we propose a new strategic framework for an evolutionary confirm to the customer requirements without any fail
Collaborative Space of Opportunities (CSO) whilst using a [Council of Logistics Management, 1991]. Thus, achieving
Telecollaboration (TC) business system during Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) training. Initially, we apply Callos's and sustaining the business logistics excellence within the
General System Theory (GST) with the description of logistics CSO has become one of the most exciting and challenging
elements of this framework. Next, we provide a business operational areas during Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
logistics management perspective within CSO, addressing training.
organizational effectiveness, technology integration control
efficiency and user satisfaction. This includes formation of coevolutionary loops to induce the apparent system usability
objectives to explore the emergence of business logistics
portfolios and technology integration control profiles of the
users. We then describe our proposed Collaborative Space of
Opportunities Matrices (CSOM) to analyse the apparent
usability alternatives in this multi-criteria decision making
environment. In this context, we apply the general form of
Saaty's Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to demonstrate how
these matrices could be used as a generic elicitation tool. It is
here, we provide a set of systematic, explicit, rigorous and
robust reinforcement mechanisms for quantifying and
prioritizing the Decision elements (De) involved. We assume
that the exposition on AHP has the Business process Reengineering (BPR) effect to measure and synthesize the often
conflicting apparent usability objectives and alternatives of a
TC business system during ERP training.

In this paper we initially investigate on application of
General System Theory (GST) to demonstrate a new wave of
ERP training. The aim of this is to introduce the three
important apparent usability components (such as
organizational effectiveness, technology integration control
efficiency and user satisfaction) for developing a business
logistics management process [59]. Next, based on this
process a CSO strategic framework is set up in order to
bridge the gap between different usability points in the TC
business system's ERP training life cycle. Thus,
Collaborative Space of Opportunities Matrices (CSOM)
plays a major role in multi criteria decision making
environment [59]. Finally, Saaty's Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP) is applied to take advantage of the latest
advances of CSOM as a powerful elicitation tool. The idea
behind showing an illustrative example of this elicitation tool
is to construct a research data together with the different
I. INTRODUCTION
usability patterns of users during the pilot stage of ERP
The primary purpose of a TC business system is to enable training [32& 34]. In this approach, reflections on apparent
people to exchange information, collaborate on shared usability components and the underlying issues involved are
documents and ideas, study together, or reflect on their own analyzed and resolved.
practices remotely. Thus, this system is now seen as a radical
II. APPLICATION OF GENERAL SYSTEM THEORY
reinvention with an activity that connects individuals
electronically via tools [57 58& 59]. However, usability is an
Figure 1 shows the new wave of ERP training in
important and complex issue in TC business system and
collaborative
SME. This includes the integration of business
analyzing usability alternatives is the first step to meet the
user demands towards this new era [19]. A useful way to software (such as Supply Chain Management (SCM), ERP
view and manage the apparent usability objectives and and Customer Relationship Management (CRM)) with webalternatives of a TC business system is to develop a enabled technologies (such as Conference XP) during ERP
Collaborative Space of Opportunities (CSO) in a training [59]. It is shown in Figure 1 that, the TC business
collaborative business organization. General purpose ERP logistics are considered as the tactical maneuvers for
solutions that are available now with large collaborative conceptualization of the business and technology integration
businesses often need staffing commitment for conducting with a central notion of integration of users. These logistics
pre-announced online training. Whereas the collaborative elements however have a purpose to rationalize and integrate
Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) obviously could not a number of drivers related to users, process and technology
absorb the cost and complexity issues involved in the easier whilst developing a CSO. Some of the apparent usability
activities of users associated with those logistics elements
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include planning, implementation and control of the efficient,
uninterrupted flow of services and related information from
the point of origin to the point of consumption of ERP
training. In one such dynamic but rapidly changing business
environment, this approach would enable the current
business system to move towards a target TC business
system. Thus, it could offer the process related organizational
effectiveness, technology related integration control
efficiency and user satisfaction as shown in Figure 1[59].

of describing the impact of these strategies and making an
assessment of their relative importance during ERP training,
ISO Standard 9241 has been used. This standard defines
apparent usability as having three quality elements namely
efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction as depicted in Table
1 [20 & 59].

Table 1 shows the usability component of organizational
effectiveness which comprises the quality elements Quality
of Business (QoB) and Quality of Effectiveness. It is also
shown in Table 1 that this component from business
perspective elucidates the role of usability heuristics such as
certain, position, logic, truth and progress [12]. The
illustration of how these heuristics could change the
organizational effectiveness, would lead to a value-added
ERP training by applying GST. This approach requires the
underlying nature, origin and scope of knowledge and its
existence not just to the processes and technology but to the
users. Thus, heuristic certain related to the certainty of the
psychological force of finding organizational effectiveness
reflects the thought of users at the present time. However, the
heuristic position of certainty plays a major role to avoid any
potential future failures during ERP training. This gives rise
to the necessity of having an evolutionary process coevolutionary loop based on either intrinsic or extrinsic
changes for either propelling or directing the CSO to adapt
[20 & 59]. This loop would enable the users to interact with
each other thereby making the system and environment to
adapt to each other reciprocally. GST also suggests that,
usability heuristics such as end-means logic and truth are
useful for the attainment of organizational effectiveness [15
& 39]. When this happens, heuristic progress begins with
apparent usability objectives (such as usability consciousness
and competency) of users during ERP training [12 & 59].
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Fig. 1. A New Wave of ERP Training

Therefore, a naturalistic research approach is needed by
the users to pre-define the apparent usability objectives and
alternatives associated with those logistics elements of a TC
business system. Use of GST related to the practice and
design based General System Methodology (GSM) may,
over time, lead to the facilitation of apparent business logistic
responses in a CSO in ways that were not previously
Table 1 shows the usability component of technology
anticipated during ERP training [38 & 39]. These logistics
responses could be based on a combination of pre-defined integration control efficiency which has the quality element
apparent usability oriented business logistics strategies as Quality of Efficiency. It is also shown in Table 1 that this
component from technology perspective elucidates the role
shown in Table 1 [12, 20 & 60].
of usability heuristics such as causality and progress [12 &
TABLE I
59]. The illustration of how these heuristics could change the
PRE-DEFINED BUSINESS LOGISTICS STRATEGIES
technology integration control efficiency is supported by
GST which leads to the efficiency orientations of ERP
Perspectives
Usability
Usability
Usability
training
[27]. Thus, heuristic causality related to the
of Business
Heuristics
Quality
Components
consequences of analogies drawn from the classical
Elements
Elements
Logistic
engineering plays a major role for an improved level of
Management
Business
QoB and
Organizational
Certain, Position,
quality of efficiency. This gives rise to the necessity of
Processes
Effectiveness
Quality of
Logic, Truth,
having an evolutionary technology co-evolutionary loop
Effectiveness
Progress
based on metaphor of causal mechanisms (such as closed,
Technology
QoEfficiency
Technology
Causality and
Resources
Integration
Progress
pre-determined flexible and efficient behavior of users)
Control
supported by GST [38]. When this happens, heuristic
Efficiency
User
QoSatisfaction
User
Consciousness,
progress begins with apparent usability objectives (such as
Satisfaction
Physical Reality
usability consciousness and competency) of users during
and Progress.
ERP training [38 & 59].
It is important to note that these strategies arise with the
Table 1 also shows the usability component of user
sole purpose of grouping usability components and their
relevant quality and heuristic elements from the business, satisfaction which has the quality element Quality of
technology and user perspectives. However, for the purpose Satisfaction. It is also shown in Table 3.1 that this
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component from user perspective elucidates the role of
usability heuristics such as consciousness, physical reality
and progress [9, 12 & 59]. The illustration of how these
heuristics could change the user satisfaction is supported by
GST which could lead to enhanced analogical decision
making of users during ERP training [27]. Thus, heuristic
consciousness becomes a device for representing the user
anticipation through a unified system responses and heuristic
physical reality becomes the conception of objective reality
suggested by GST. When this happens, heuristic progress
begins with apparent usability objectives (such as usability
consciousness and competency) of users during ERP training
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Fig. 3. A Strategic Framework for a Collaborative Space of Opportunities
Stage 2

Thus, building a strategic framework for CSO is a major
incremental step during ERP training as depicted in Figure 3.
The dominant theme in this framework is evolution of
apparent usability objectives of a TC business system during
ERP training. The optimization of these apparent usability
objectives includes an analysis of logistical user responses
for making methodological management decisions of users
Apparent Usability
Apparent Usability
Apparent Usability
w
Conscious and
Unconscious and
Conscious but Conflicted
without leveraging tthe logistical ooperational values oof
Incompetent Users
and Confused Users
Competent Users
collaborative businesses and technology as shown in Figure
3. Since these critically integrated and rationale apparent
Fig. 2. A Business Logistics Management Procvess
usability awareness steps during ERP training are
The three stages of a business logistics management dynamically related, process co-evolutionary loop and
process during ERP training based on GST is shown in technology co-evolutionary loop are formed as depicted in
Figure 2. It illustrates that majority of thee technology Figure 3. It is also shown in Figure 3 that, these loops have
integration control efficiency problems are rootc-d in a lack of both mutual relationships and multi attribute apparent
organizational effectiveness during stage 1. Thi: s gives rise to usability effects with a central notion of user satisfaction in
apparent usability conscious but conflicted cand confused the formation of an evolutionary CSO. During the formation
users. Thus, lack of organizational effectivcminess due to of a process co-evolutionary loop, the logistics portfolios for
apparent usability unconscious and incompe-tent users is ERP, SCM and CRM are developed as shown in Figure 3
found to be the preceding occurrence of hunnan action to [10, 13, 16 & 59]. This becomes vital to identify and group
technology integration control efficiency duririg stage 2 as the QoB metrics and their logistical user functions for
shown in Figure 2. However, the post-implemei ntation period evaluating the apparent usability objectives for
during stage 3, the satisfaction achieved throug;h the natural organizational effectiveness in an evolutionary CSO [59].
synergic evolutionary processes adapted coul(d provide an
It is also depicted in Figure 3 that, the formation of the
opportunity for the users to be more appareent usabilityconscious and competent. This gives rise to thee necessity of technology co-evolutionary loop involves efficiency
developing a new CSO framework for th(ose apparent orientations through development of a technology integration
usability conscious and competent users. This iin turn would control profile. In addition, these loops would contribute a
enable them to manipulate and self-serve nolt just for the set of reinforcement mechanisms in the evolutionary CSO
operational management of the collaborat ive business either to propel/direct instantaneously or to re-act/pro-act
processes but to pave the way toward the glob)al roll out of conjointly [59]. Eventually, this evolutionary CSO would
demand more apparent usability alternatives for users at
proposed TC business system [57 & 58].
different points in the TC business system's ERP training life
III. THE COLLABORATIVE SPACE OF OPPOI JTUNITIES
cycle. To make this happen, collaborative organizations must
FRAMEWORK
realistically assess the co-evolutionary loops through
Collaborative Space of Opportunities Matrices (CSOM) [59].
A Collaborative Space of Opportunities (CSC)) is seen as a This intuitive approach utilizing both qualitative and
sense of collaborative place which offer collaborative quantitative assessments would enable the users to make
opportunities for the users of a TC business system [59]. decisions on apparent usability objectives and alternatives.
These spaces normally emerge by applying GS T considering Thus, the proposed analytical decision model would enable
the rationale and integrated aspects of users, rprocesses and the users to analyze the characteristic implications of their
technology as shown in Figure 3.
each and every individual usability related action.
Stage 1
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grouping of logistical user functions related to those
enterprise applications. It is important to note that, these
user functions stem from logistical user relationships through
user values and dimensions such as concern, commitment,
shared values, reciprocation, mutual benefit, trust and
transparency for usability consciousness [60 & 63].
However, overcoming those pervasive changes in the user
experiences due to logistical user functions involves
incorporation of QoB metrics. The QoB metrics are
identified and grouped to demonstrate some degree of
apparent usability cohesion through organizational
effectiveness [17, 33, 35 & 40]. The QoB metrics identified
and grouped are as follows

IV. THE BUSINESS PROCESS CO-EVOLUTIONARY
LOOP

The current ERP systems provide collaborative
organizations with collaborative functions in the areas of
purchasing, and manufacturing. SCM on the other hand
allow these organizations to synchronize their collaborative
planning and execution functions along a supply chain.
Where as CRM assist these organizations with collaborative
functions in the areas of customer service and partner
relationship management. Recalling the new wave of ERP
training as seen earlier, TC could now automate a new set of
collaborative business tasks for users. The formation of
business process co-evolutionary loop during ERP training
becomes an incremental and iterative process within the
strategic framework of CSO. This loop reveals and analyses
the inbound and outbound collaborative business pressures
for all collaborative tasks. In order to produce an elicitation
tool, we initially attempt to identify the collaborative tasks
with their relevant inbound and outbound business pressures
for enterprise applications such as ERP, SCM and CRM as
shown in Table 2 [1, 6, 8, 14, 37, 40, 41, 43 & 59].

*
*

*

Employee Retention Rate (ERP)
Sales volume, Fill rate, Number of stock-outs,
Customer response time, Supply chain cycle
efficiency (SCM)
New Customer Conversion rate, Customer
Abandonment Rate, Repeat-Customer Conversion
Rate, and Churn Rate (CRM)

It is expected that, the end result of these logistics usability
portfolio through a number of techniques such as pilot
interviews, surveys and discussion forums is a series of
synchronized logistical user experiences with enhanced
Enterprise
Collaborative Tasks
usability consciousness in CSO. Thus, enabling the users to
Applications
ERP
Pricing, Parts Ordering, Order Entry,
cope with the analysis of ongoing business processes in CSO
Order
Management,
Inventory
and deciding on corrective apparent usability objective
Management and Invoicing
during ERP training. Based on these high-potential logistical
SCM
Available-to- promise (ATP), Capableuser relationships and responses, the user criteria could be
to- promise (CTP), Profitable-topromise (PTP) and Monitor and Control
developed (such as non-technical collaborator (Cnt), casual
Orders
collaborator (Cc), intermediate collaborator (Ci) and
CRM
Opportunity Management
advanced collaborator (Ca)) with some minor degree of
resistance to apparent usability changes [59]. As
collaborative organizations during ERP training progresses
It is assumed that these collaborative tasks are initially
from one phase to the next, large diversity of human
classified as analytic tasks. Analytic tasks are those tasks in
resources are required for the analysis of usability
which analysis of an existing situation takes place. However,
in a CSO the pressures relevant to these analytic tasks consciousness.
generate a strong interest for apparent usability
Thus, CSO introduces the notion of breaking apparent
enhancements of a TC business system. Therefore, these
into its simplest forms and assigning each of these
usability
tasks as shown in Table 2 are now classified as synthetic
to four major user criteria. Non-technical collaborators (Cnt)
tasks in which analysis of a new situation takes place [29].
However, modification of this loop to adapt it to new are the ones who are not aware of technical issues related to
the collaboration. Cc is often responsible for basic TC who
synthetic tasks would become more difficult, as the impact of
and receives assistance from other
these pressures could be greater than their sum. Therefore, it occasionally participates
committed collaborators. Whereas Ci is often
deeply
becomes obvious that this loop involves a more extensive
responsible for intermediate TC who routinely participate
analysis of logistical user functions (such as planning, and receive assistance from other
deeply committed
organizing, leading and controlling) relevant to the synthetic collaborators. However, Ca is often responsible
for advanced
tasks of users towards developing a logistics portfolio for
TC who regularly participates and offer assistance to other
enterprise applications such as ERP, SCM and CRM [28].
This includes application of Theory of Reasoned Action deeply committed and uncommitted collaborators [59].
(TRA) for restructuring the logistical performance of users
V. THE TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION CONTROL COwhilst developing a logistics portfolio for ERP, SCM and
EVOLUTIONARY LOOP
CRM [29 & 63].
The formation of the technology integration control coevolutionary loop is yielding another major apparent
TABLE 2
COLLABORATIVE TASKS RELATED TO ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS
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usability objective of usability competency of a TC business
system in the absence of alternatives for organizational
effectiveness during ERP training as shown in Figure 3. This
leads to the usability conscious but conflicted and confused
users often to demonstrate poor quality of technology
integration efficiency. In order to achieve this efficiency
orientation, the logistical objective of usability competency
related to technology integration control now requires
innovative and explicate interpretive schemes during ERP
training. These schemes need to be realistic with occurrence
of human action without steamrolling the existing business
practices to meet the user expectations [36]. To bridge the
gap between the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and
Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), the logistical objective
of usability competency need to be positioned initially [2, 54
& 63]. These logistics objectives derived from TAM and
TPB theories include consistency (attitude toward usability),
life-cycle support (perceived usability control), and
flexibility and rapid response (perceived usefulness) of
technology integration control [54, 60, 61, 62 & 63]. Given
that these logistical objectives related to usability
competency is defined by a specific subset of underlying
apparent usability heuristics, the consolidation of technology
integration control efficiency becomes much easier and
practical as shown in Table 3. Thus, building of standard
technology integration profiles during ERP training comes
into reality to enable seamless technology integration as
shown in Table 3.

objective of consistency is shown in Table 3 which requires
technological determinism across the range of available
different emerging technologies that facilitate different kinds
of use [25, 26 & 44]. Consistency in the context of apparent
usability of these systems refers to the variations in available
user choices with significant limits. As a broad interpretive
bias, technological determinism could be now seen as an
inexplicit and taken-for-granted assumption, which is selfevident in nature [25 & 26]. Deterministic apparent usability
perspectives have the means to determine the attitude
towards usability whilst consolidating technology integration
control efficiency [54, 60, 61 & 63]. This sort of
consolidation in the past has had an important cultural impact
on social and institutional practices with profound cognitive
consequences for transforming the nature of user
consciousness and competency [Michael Heim, 1993].
However, the determination of the attitude towards usability
becomes more difficult, and maybe ultimately impossible, in
a much complex and interdependent TC business system.
The logistical objective of life-cycle support in technology
integration control refers to the consolidation with a major
commitment as shown in Table 3. If services related to
technology integration control are not kept minimal, the
perceived usability control becomes hard during life-cycle
support [54, 60, 61 & 63]. To effectively control the
perceived usability, the user related psychological traits play
a major role. This includes user relationship, insights on the
user's personality style and needs, and instilled user
TABLE 3
confidence [3]. The logistical objectives of flexibility and
TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION CONTROL PROFILE
rapid response in technology integration refer to the
consolidation with interaction among users as shown in
Table 3. The perceived usefulness would enable the users to
Consolidation of
Logistics
Corresponding
handle extraordinary societal and cultural interactions [54,
Objectives
Apparent Usability
Technology
60, 61 & 63]. However, the technology-push and market
Heuristics
Integration
demand-pull force during the consolidation decides on
Control Efficiency
human
factors and social arrangements for a deeper
Deterministic
Consistency
Causality, Certain,
of apparent usability competency involved.
understanding
Position and Progress
the
Thus,
apparent
usability objective of usability
Commitment
Life-cycle
Causality, Certain,
a number of techniques such as pilot
competency
through
Position and Progress
support
interviews, surveys and discussion forums could shift their
Interactive
Flexibility and
Certain, Position and
operational emphasis towards technology forecasting. It
Rapid response
Progress
includes "all competent efforts to project technological
capabilities and to predict the invention and spread of
These profiles basically specify exactly which apparent technological innovations" [5 &18].
usability attributes or options account for consolidation of
technology integration control efficiency through a number VI. THE EVOLUTIONARY COLLABORATIVE SPACE
of techniques such as pilot interviews, surveys and
OF OPPORTUNITIES MATRICES
discussion forums. Thus it would assist the collaborative
businesses to draw their attention to a range of usability
Currently ERP systems do not possess or use large
related facts through heuristics such as causality, certain, collections of research data that could be analyzed for
position and progress that are previously neglected as shown usability patterns. It is seen from the proposed coin Table 3. However, it becomes the responsibility of the evolutionary loops that cross-functional coordination of
users to be more focused on meeting or exceeding those
apparent usability objectives (such as usability consciousness
logistical objectives. This would enable the users to be and competency) during ERP training becomes much
motivated to reach those corresponding logistical objectives difficult in the CSO. This is due to the unavailability of a TC
at any time whilst using a system. Therefore, these objectives business system to support within these systems. Thus, a new
would have a significant impact towards eliciting improved set of well-defined mathematical structure of consistent CSO
usability experience of a TC business system. The logistical Matrices (CSOM) is required not just to elicit and evaluate
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on apparent usability objectives and alternatives but to create
emerging usability patterns [59]. This includes nudging the
analytic design, accurately quantifying and prioritizing the
apparent usability options and aggregating the conflicting
decision elements (such as user opinions and perceptions).
Thus, these matrices would successfully facilitate this crossfunctional coordination. Without these tools, logistical
integration would be more theory than practice. Thus, a BPR
approach is adapted to create a new set of apparent usability
reinforcement mechanisms that does not penalize the users

technology integration control. Regardless of the number and
different types of usability performance cycles that takes
place within the context of incremental deployment strategy
of BPR, each reinforcement factor must be individually
leveled and managed through a number of techniques such as
pilot interviews, surveys and discussion forums. This is due
to the fact that these levels of reinforcement factors might
vary between usability performance cycles during ERP
training. In other words, these reinforcement factors could be
influenced or constrained by the apparent usability
performance cycles [7, 11 & 13].

Reinforcement mechanisms are generally expected to have
some impact upon the analytic and synthetic collaborative
tasks involved. The critical reinforcement mechanisms
identified by BPR offers the fundamental rethinking, radical
reinvention and dramatic improvements on users, process
and technology [36]. It is important that these mechanisms
do not operate in a vacuum during ERP training. By doing
so, it underpins the success of process and technological
changes that are ultimately attributed to the better
understanding of usability alternatives available. Thus, the
users are encouraged to view and test their usability
objectives and alternatives as part of synthetic collaborative
tasks rather than as stand-alone activities.

Thus, the levels of these factors dramatically play a major
role in the achievement of quantum leaps in apparent
usability performance. Until the reinforcement factors are
positioned in different levels to realize organizational
effectiveness, and efficiency of technology integration
control, there seems to be a barrier to the quality of user
satisfaction. The four levels of apparent usability
reinforcement factors during ERP training are taken from the
user, process and technology perspectives. It is also realized
that, these levels through techniques such as pilot interviews,
surveys and discussion forums encapsulate not only apparent
usability objectives but also the apparent usability
alternatives [9]. Level 1 could make little use of this
approach and Level 4 could make an extensive, cutting edge
use of this approach in a usability performance cycle. This
includes showing one of the most significant BPR influences
on how these apparent usability reinforcement factors match
with the collaborative user's capabilities, learning goals, and
knowledge representation with their collaborative work
preferences. However, level 2 and 3 could make reasonable
use of this approach via planned periodic reviews of apparent
usability activities during ERP training. However, this
approach through techniques such as pilot interviews,
surveys and discussion forums could be influenced by factors
such as process vision of users of re-engineering initiative
and the composition of the re-engineering team [7, 24 & 55].
Although the leveling and management of usability
reinforcement factors have potential applicability through
those techniques, the viewing of usability alternatives
through logistical integration is still in need of an elicitation
tool. This becomes mandatory in BPR to create and refine
the data set for decision making on apparent usability
alternative whilst exploring the user involvement.

[7].

Therefore, a Usability Reinforcement Factor (URF) is
defined as the factor that reinforces the occurrence of an
unconditioned apparent usability stimulus along with those
conditioned ones. It is almost mind-boggling to define how
many apparent usability reinforcement factors are needed
during ERP training. The desired factors during ERP training
include Instantaneous Usability Reinforcement Factor
(IURF), Direct Usability Reinforcement Factor (DURF),
Reactive Usability Reinforcement Factor (RURF) and
Proactive Usability Reinforcement Factor (PURF) [59].
IURF is defined as the apparent usability factor that acts and
resolves the CSO for the sudden occurrence of apparent
usability stimulus caused by uncertainties involved. Whereas
DURF is defined as the apparent usability factor that propels
and directs the reinforcement process for the occurrence of
an unconditioned apparent usability stimulus along with
those conditioned ones. However, RURF would enable the
CSO to react to organizational collaborative needs. However,
these factors that are usually driven and prompted by
immediate problems, if not addressed, adversely impact on
user performance of a TC business system. In contrast,
VII. APPLICATION OF ANALYTIC HIERARCHY
PURF would enable the reinforcement process to pro-act to
PROCESS
meet the long-term collaborative business objectives [59].
However, each reinforcement factor should be viewed as an
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) has been identified as a
individual process rather than a one-time occurrence.
methodology in the past for structure, measurement and
synthesis that provides systematic, explicit, rigorous and
It is important that the hybrid levels of these BPR related robust mechanisms for eliciting, quantifying and prioritizing
apparent usability reinforcement factors in SME have low subjective judgments in a wide rang of problem situations
external expertise due to their limited resources and capacity. [45]. It is important to note that AHP, however, is rarely used
In addition, the usability challenges faced by SME depend on in isolation. Rather, it is used along with or in support of
their adaptiveness to the pedagogical user perception, other methodologies as described above. The prime use of
response prediction to collaborative business changes and AHP in the collaborative business logistic domain of a TC
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business system is the resolution of usability alternatives.
Initially, AHP enables us to structure usability problem with
a hierarchical modelling that describes the problem's key
elements and their relationships. Next, it elicits judgements
that reflect knowledge, feelings or emotions and represents
those judgements with meaningful numbers. This includes
comparisons of usability objectives (such as usability
consciousness and competency) and alternatives in a natural,
pair wise manner. Then, AHP converts individual usability
preferences into ratio-scale weights that are combined into
linear additive weights for the associated usability
alternatives. Finally, these resultant weights are used to rank
the usability alternatives thereby assisting the users in
making apparent usability choices [45, 49, 50, 51, 52 & 53].
As a result of techniques such as pilot interviews, surveys
and discussion forums, the following assumptions are used in
AHP analysis
*

Organizational Effectiveness/Technology
Integration Control Efficiency/ User
Satisfaction
Goal

Alternatives

*

*

*

*

Casual

A

Intermediate

B

Advanced

C

Fig. 4.A Typical Analytic Hierarchy

The available usability alternatives are labeled as A (best
usability practice), B (usability practice which requires
immediate attention) and C (trivial usability practice) at the
lowest level as shown in Figure 4. Thus, a typical analytic
hierarchy is developed for three different goals with four user
criteria and three usability alternatives as shown in Figure 4.

Each goal depends on the articulation of decision
maker accomplishments through a clear hierarchical
classification

*

Non-T/echnic

Criteria

Each user criteria depends on the articulation of
decision maker preferences and demonstrates
Disjoining hierarchy of each goal initially involves an
independent probability to a random neighbor
extension of leveling and managing of a wide array of
reinforcement factors by weighing their importance or
Each alternatives deals with some degree of contribution as a result of techniques such as pilot
interviews, surveys and discussion forums. This is done
usability dominance
explicitly acting on each goal to focus their dynamic efforts
The leveling and management of reinforcement on making pair wise comparisons. Thus, it would enable the
factors are done in a more specific and controllable hierarchical structure to naturally reflect the apparent
usability experiences more accurately. These matrices are
manner
called as Collaborative Space of Opportunities Matrices
Variables are uniformly randomly distributed based (CSOM) [59]. Pair wise comparison of objectives u
(usability consciousness) and v (usability competency) to be
on varying degrees of importance to usability
objectives in a more specific and controllable positioned in CSOM are ranked based on the following scale
as shown in Table 4 [45].
manner
TABLE 4

Transformation of qualitative judgments into
quantitative ratings whilst performing usability
analysis depends on multi-criteria environment
adopted. It is worth noting that in this approach, a
clear rationale is maintained

SAATY's PAIR WISE COMPARISON VALUES

Intensity of
Relative
Importance
1

The first step in AHP is to decide the relative importance
of user criteria and usability alternatives for the selected goal.
Figure 4 shows the goals (such as organizational
effectiveness, technology integration control efficiency and
user satisfaction) appear at the top of the hierarchy and the
user criteria (such as non-technical, casual, intermediate and
advanced collaborators) appear on the next level.

3

7

Definition

Objectives u and v are equal importance
Objective u is weakly more important than v
Objective u is strongly more important than v
Objective u is very strongly more important
than v

9

Objective u is absolutely more important than
V

2,4,6, 8

Intermediate values between

Ranking the simplest form of all weighting techniques

starts with decision making arranging

user criteria in the
order of their importance reflecting the usability alternative
preferences. Once the ranking is done, several approaches

7
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Cnt

could be made to convert rank-order information into their
relevant numeric weights [49 & 50].

Cnt

One of the major strength with the proposed CSO is the
existence of levelling and managing each reinforcement
factor as seen before. One such grouping of the levels within
each reinforcement factor informs the relationship between
the usability objectives and alternatives whist questioning
their connection to the corresponding user criteria.
Techniques such as interviews, discussion forums and
surveys etc would enable the user criteria to make their
customized entries in the CSOM matrices whilst responding
to their customized questions. The example entries of
grouping of the levels of reinforcement factor in CSOM
matrices for organizational effectiveness, technology
integration control efficiency and user satisfaction.

1

/5 1/3

Cc

5

ci

3 1/ 3
6

Ca

Ci

Cc

1

Ca

1/6
5

3

3

1

1/51/3

Fig. 5. Pair Wise Comparison CSOM for
(a) Technology Integration Control Efficiency, (b) Organizational
Effectiveness and (c) User Satisfaction

In Figure 5 (a), 1/5 is assigned for 1/i in P12 and the
reciprocal of 5 is automatically entered for i in P21as an
indication of strong usability consciousness (than usability
competency) when a Cc is interacting with a Cnt. Next, 1/3 is
assigned for 11j when Ci is interacting with a Cnt in P13 with
the corresponding reciprocal of 3 for j in the transpose
position P31 of the pair wise comparison matrices. Similarly,
1/2 is assigned for 1lk when Ca is interacting with a Cnt in
P14 with the corresponding reciprocal of 2 for k in the
transpose position P41of the pair wise comparison matrices.
Similar exercise is repeated in P23, P24 and P34 and their
corresponding reciprocals are entered in the transpose
positions P32, P42 and P43 of the pair wise comparison
matrices for r, m and q in Figure 5 (a). It is the geometric
mean which preserves this reciprocal property in the
combined pair wise CSOM. It is also important to note that
the diagonal pair wise comparison value of 1 is taken, giving
both the objectives the same intensity of their relative
importance in pair wise comparison (u = v = 1) which is
shown in Figure 5 a, b and c [45 & 52].

It is important that each user criteria in the diagonal matrix
is expected to incorporate all the four levels (1-4) within each
reinforcement factors. It is based on the assumption that each
individual user criteria is capable of contributing both
usability objectives equally. The theoretically-founded
approach adopted is used to compute the weights
representing the relative importance of usability alternative.
These numerical values are assigned to evaluation criteria
that demonstrate its importance relative to other criteria in
the decision situation. This is an important step in the
articulation of usability related decision making. Thus, the
pair wise comparison values could then be entered in CSOM
whilst replacing the grouping of the levels within each
reinforcement factor for individual goals. The pair wise
comparisons CSOM are basically derived from the
eigenvector of the square reciprocal matrix to compare all
Once the numerical values are entered in the pair wise
possible pairs of criteria. The structure of the square pair
comparison CSOM, the next major step is to set priorities.
wise comparison CSOM could be
The relative weights of criteria (priorities) could be
computed as normalized geometric means of the rows. It is
TP11 P12 P13 P14Ili lj Il/k- T
to note that these normalized geometric means of
important
P21 P22 P23 P24 = i
r
m
the rows are very close to the eigenvector corresponding to
P31 P32 P33 P34
llr
q
the largest eigenvalue of the matrix. The geometric means
k i/m llq I1
P41 P42 P43 P44j
could be computed as

or

I

i

j

Ili
I

;1r

M

1/ljr mkI

S

q

Il/k Ilm ll/q I1

Cnt

Cc

ci
Ca

Cc

Ci

Ca

I1 1/5 1/3 1/2 T
2
4
5 1
3 1/2 1
4
2 1/4 1/4 1j

Cnt

Cc

Cnt

_

Cc

3

/13

Ci

5

ci

1
5
1/ 5 15 1

Ca

1/ 3

(S) =P1xP2xP3XP4

...... (1)

4
41,
1,- ,4

=
1
=

Where P P P P are the elements in the 7 -th row
of the pair wise comparison CSOM [45 & 52]. Thus, the
relative weight (priorities) of each user criteria could be
obtained as

The illustrative examples of square pair wise comparison
CSOM for organizational effectiveness, technology
integration control efficiency and user satisfaction are shown
in Figure 5 a, b and c.
Cnt

y

Ca

P (S )

3 T

5
1
1/511 1

j

=1 ,s

8

.........

M (S )
4

M

,

(S )

(2)
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When (i, j, m, r, q) = (5, 3, 4, 2, 3); and k = 2, the
After setting up the priorities for the usability comparison
illustrative example of square pair wise comparison CSOM
for organizational effectiveness with priorities is shown in attributes, the next step is to perform a comparison of
Figure 6 a.
usability alternative (such as A, B and C) with their priorities
for each user criteria. The example of comparison of
usability alternative (such as A, B and C) with their priorities
Ca Priorities
Ci
Cnt
Cc
on each of the user criteria of organizational effectiveness is
Cnt
shown as follows
1.0000 0.2000 0.3333 0.5000 0.0848
5.0000 1.0000 2.0000 4.0000 0.4992
3.0000 0.5000 1.0000 4.0000 0.2891
2.0000 0.2500 0.2500 1.0000 0.1268j

Cc

ci
Ca

A

Cnt

A
B
C

Fig. 6 a. Pair Wise Comparison CSOM for Organizational Effectiveness
with Priorities

1.0000 5.0000 3.0000 0.6370
0.2000 1.0000 0.3333 0.1047
0.3333 3.0000 1.0000 0.25831
A

A
B
C

1.0000 0.2500 0.2500 0.1085
4.0000 1.0000 0.5000 0.3445
4.0000 2.0000 1.0000 0.54691
A

Cnt
Cc

ci
Ca

1.0000
0.3333
0.2000
0.3333

Ci

Cc

3.0000
1.0000
0.2000
0.2000

5.0000
5.0000
1.0000
1.0000

3.0000
5.0000
1.0000
1.0000

A
B
C

0.4939
0.3240
0.0853

Ca

A
B
C

Cnt
Cc

ci
Ca

Ci

1.0000
5.0000
3.0000
6.0000

0.2000
1.0000
0.3333
0.2000

0.3333
3.0000
1.0000
0.3333

Ca

0.1667
5.0000
3.0000
1.0000

0.5000 1.0000 6.0000 0.3404
0.1667 1.0000 0.06491

L0.1250

C

B

Priorities

1.0000 0.3333 0.2500 0.12201
3.0000 1.0000 0.5000 0.3196
4.0000 2.0000 1.0000 0.5584_

Thus, we obtain the ranking vector by calculating

When (i, j, m, r, q) = (1/3, 1/5, 5, 5, 1); and k=6, the
illustrative example of square pair wise comparison CSOM
for user satisfaction with priorities is shown in Figure 6 c.
Cc

!1.0000 2.0000 8.0000 0.5947

A

0.09691

Fig. 6 b. Pair Wise Comparison CSOM for Technology Integration Control
Efficiency with Priorities

Cnt

Priorities

C

B

ci

Priorities

Ca

Priorities

C

B

Cc

When (i, j, m, r, q) = (1/3, 1/5, 5, 5, 1); and k=3, the
illustrative example of square pair wise comparison CSOM
for technology integration control efficiency with priorities is
shown in Figure 6 b.
Cnt

Priorities

c

B

0.6370
0.1085
0.5947'
0.1220'
0.0848x 0.1047 + 0.4992 x 0.3445 + 0.289 x 0.3404 +0. 1268 x 0.3196

0.2583)

Priorities

0.5469)

0.0604
0.5471
0.2447

0.0649)

10.5584)

Ranking

0O.2956
0.3198

A
B

10.3485)

c

0.14791

Fig. 6 c. Pair Wise Comparison CSOM for User Satisfaction with Priorities

So, straight ranking of C (trivial UNsUallty alternative with
the ranking value of 0.3485) should be in place which is the
most important usability alternative among other alternatives.
Similarly, the illustrative example of comparison of usability
alternative (such as A, B and C) with their priorities for each
of the user criteria of technology integration control
efficiency is shown as follows

It is shown in Figure 6 a, b and c that the row averages
provides an approximation of the eigenvector of the square
reciprocal CSOM. Thus, the eigenvector of CSOM is an
estimate of the relative weights of the user criteria being
compared [45 & 52]. For example in Figure 6 a, based on
four pair wise comparisons, the usability weights could be
computed as Cnt= 0.0848, Cc = 0.4992, Ci = 0.2891 and Ca
= 0.1268. Since the eigenvector of CSOM has the ratio scale
property these weights could be interpreted by reasoning that
Cs is twice as important as Ci and Cnt is almost twice as
important as Ca.

A

Cnt

9

B

C

Priorities

A

1

.0000

0.2500

0.1667

0.0852

B

4.0000

1.0000

0.3333

0.2706

C

L6.0000

3.0000

1.0000

0.6442_
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A

Cc
A
B

C

1.0000 0.3333 4.0000 0.2628
3.0000 1.0000 7.0000 0.6586
0.2500 0.1429 1.0000 0.0786 j
A

ci
A
B

C

B

C

C

B

A

B

A

c

Priorities

Ca
A

B
c

1.0000 4.0000 3.0000 0.61441
0.2500 1.0000 0.3333 0.1172
0.3333 3.0000 1.0000 0.2684 j

A

B
c

Cnt
A
B

C

B

'0.6144"

A
B

5.0000 1.0000 0.5000 0.3643

B

C

0.2000 0.1429 0.0751
5.0000 1.0000 0.5000 0.3332
7.0000 2.0000 1.0000 0.5917 j

1.0000

0.0751
0.1479 X 0.3332

0.5917)

0.0918,

A

0.3555

B

0.5528)

C

Once the ranking of usability alternatives are made,
there are several procedures available to convert this rank
order information into numeric weights. These procedures
include consistency testing, rank-reversal, and
preservation of rank. As part of consistency testing it is
realized that, the individual judgment on usability depends
on the degree of consistency achieved in the ratings. When
eliciting these judgements, numerical consistencies and
inconsistencies are often due to usability related
redundancies. This is possible by measuring the
Consistency Ratio (CR) which indicates the probability
when the matrix ratings are randomly generated [45, 46,
47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52 & 53]. The CR is given as

1.0000 0.2000 0.2500 0.0989

A

Priorities

So, straight ranking of C (trivial usability aiternative with
the ranking value of 0.5528) should be in place which is the
most important usability alternative among other alternatives.
The ranking of usability alternatives reveals that not all the
users involved during ERP training are able to meet the
apparent usability requirements to pursue a very-high status
of BPR. In which case, based on their individual ranking of
usability alternatives some collaborators would be more
motivated and capable than others. Thus, a commitment to
use a TC business system might be a reaction to these
ranking of alternatives to avoid the apparent usability
violation of their relevant human resource limits.

C

Priorities

L4.0000 2.0000 1.0000

C

Ranking

0.2684)

C

B

90.5769)

So, straight ranking of B (a usability alternative with the
ranking value of 0.3890 which requires immediate action)
should be in place which is the most important usability
alternative among other alternatives.
Similarly, the
illustrative example of comparison of usability alternative
(such as A, B and C) with their priorities on each of the user
criteria of user satisfaction is shown as follows
A

A

0.3420 +

Ranking

Cnt

0.2000 0.1667 0.0811
5.0000 1.0000 0.5000 0.3420
-6.0000 2.0000 1.0000 0.5769 j

L0.0811'

X 0.3596 + 0.0969 X 0.1172

0.2390
0.3890
0.3803

Priorities

(0.0887
'0.0989"
0.0604 X 0.3643 + 0.5471 X 0.3522 + 0.2447 X
0.5591
90.5368

'0.0852
'0.2628'
0.4939 X 0.2706 + 0.3240 X 0.6586 + 0.0853
0.6442
90.0786)

0.1243)

C

Thus, we obtain the ranking vector by calculating

Thus, we obtain the ranking vector by calculating

0O.5171"

B

1.0000

B

Priorities

C

A

ci

1.0000 2.0000 3.0000 0.5171
0.5000 1.0000 4.0000 0.3596
L0.3333 0.2500 1.0000 0.1243 j

Ca
A

Priorities

C

B

0.5368_
Priorities

1.0000 0.2000 0.2000 0.0887
5.0000 1.0000 0.5000 0.3522
5.0000 2.0000 1.0000 0.5591
L
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-

CR

RI

....

equation 3, the greater the RI values the lesser would be the
CR values and vice versa. Although AHP does not
necessarily involve a large sample, the construction and
design of techniques such as interviews, discussion forums
and surveys plays a vital role in deciding on the number of
user criteria and RI value. Specifically in the context of
consistent responses, the complex leveling and management
of reinforcement factors under each goal depends on the
number of user criteria and RI value. However, in AHP,
there are two modes (such as distributive and alternative
mode) available for synthesizing the local priorities of the
alternatives using the global priorities of their parent criteria.

(3)

Where CI is the Consistency Index and RI is the Random
Index representing the consistency of a randomly generated
pair wise comparison CSOM. The rule-of-thumb is that a CR
less than or equal to 0.10 indicates an acceptable reciprocal
CSOM, and ratios over 0.10 indicate the matrix should be
revised [, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52 & 53]. Revising the
CSOM comes down to: 1) finding inconsistent judgements
regarding the importance of user criteria, 2) revising these
judgements by comparing again the pairs of user criteria
judged inconsistently [41]. Initially, computation of
Consistency Index (CI) provides a measure of departure from
In distributive mode, the weights of alternatives sum to
consistency [42]. The CI is given as
one. This mode is used when there is dependence among the
alternatives and a unit priority is distributed among them. In
CI =~ -'
.- (4)
which
case, rank reversal is possible [45]. It normally allows
n-I
rank reversal due to the dependencies that exist among the
Where A max is the eigenvalue and n is the number of usability alternatives done through normalization [23]. For
criteria. CI is based on the observation that is A always example two usability alternatives (such as A and B) could
be evaluated according to two user criteria (such as Cnt and
greater than or equal to the number of criteria (n) and A= n Ca) in the following matrices.
if the pair wise comparison CSOM is a consistent matrix.
Accordingly, A - 1 could be considered as a measure of the
A
B
Cnt
Priorities
degree of inconsistency. The average RI values depend on
the number criteria being compared. The approximation of
1 .0000 5.0000 0.83
A
the RI values ranges from 0 to 1.49 for the matrices of order
B 0.2000 1.0000 0.17
I to 10 using a sample size of 500. The value of RI for 3 X 3
matrix is 0.52 and 4 x 4 matrix is 0.90 [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51,
52 & 53]. The examples of CR values calculated for pair
A
B
Priorities
wise comparison CSOM for organizational effectiveness,
Ca
technology integration control efficiency and user
[1.0000 0.3333 0.25
satisfaction are shown in Table 5.
A
3.0000
1.0000 0.75

TABLE 5
CR VALUES FOR PAIRWISE COMPARISON CSOM
Goal

Organizational
Effectiveness
Technology
Integration
Control
Efficiency
User
Satisfaction

CR
0.0210

Consistent
Yes

0.0978

Yes

0.1738

No

Inconsistent
No (Justifications/Judgements are not

I
I

The weighted priorities for A and B are 0.542 and 0.458
respectively and usability alternative A is now preferred to B.
However, when a third usability alternative C is introduced
and compared with A and B, the following matrices are
obtained.

necessary)
No (Justifications/Judgements are not
necessary

Yes (Justifications/Judgements are
necessary

It is shown in Table 5 that, the value of CR falls either
Ca
C
A
B
Priorities
much below the threshold value 0.1 for organizational
A
effectiveness and technology integration control efficiency
1.0000 5.0000 1.0000 0.455
and it indicates a high level of consistency. Hence, the
B
0.2000 1.0000 0.2000 0.090
usability weights (priorities) are acceptable. However, it is
1.0000
5.0000 1.0000 0.455
C
shown in Table 5 that, the value of CR goes beyond the
threshold value 0.1 for user satisfaction and indicates a poor
A
B
C
Ca
Priorities
level of consistency. It is the responsibility of the
A
1.0000 0.3333 2.0000 0.222
collaborative organization to improve consistency in their
B
3.0000 1.0000 6.0000 0.666
measurements by reviewing and re-examining the techniques
0.5000 0.1667 1.0000 0.111_j
C
such as interviews, discussion forums and surveys etc. The
pair wise comparison CSOM could be useful to the users of a
The synthesized weighted priorities for A, B and C are
TC business system as a means of prioritizing or raking their
usability alternatives (such as A, B and C). According to 0.338, 0.379 and 0.283 respectively and usability alternative
_
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indicators and visualization semantics cues through pair wise
comparison CSOM. Thus, these matrices are seen as a set of
BPR elicitation tools by enabling the different user criteria to
monitor the available pre-defined usability objectives. It is
important that these tools would provide a chance for each
user criteria to define his/her usability matrix and address the
transitional procedures exactly as required for a specific
scenario. This includes viewing the CSOM of other
collaborators who want to explore the collaborative space on
their own and create and save their own matrix views for
later use. This would enable the De of different user criteria
to gather the research data with the apparent usability
challenges that they face before any usability
recommendations that they make.

B is now preferred to A indicating a rank reversal. Whereas
the ideal mode is used to obtain the single best alternative
regardless of what other alternatives there are. In this mode,
the local priorities of the alternatives are divided by the
largest value among them. This is done for each criterion; for
each criterion one alternative becomes an ideal with value
one. In which case, preservation of rank is possible. It is
important to note that in both modes the local priorities are
weighted by the global priorities of the parent criteria and
synthesized. In addition, both these modes yield the same top
alternative 92 percent of the time [45]. It is realized that, for
having effective decision making we need both modes to
deal with the effect of adding or deleting alternatives on an
already ranked set. Another interesting finding regarding
decision making is that there seems to be differentiated
differences among the results of absolute measurement and
relative measurement. In absolute measurement, the
alternatives are compared with a standard in the memory of
people through their experiences. In which case, absolute
preservation of the rank is possible and rank reversal
becomes impossible. Whereas in relative measurement, the
alternatives are compared in pairs according to a common
attribute. In which case, rank reversal is possible [49 & 50].

Once the ranking procedures of these matrices are
implemented, the users would either reverse or preserve the
usability ranking alternatives. The rank reversal in particular
would enable the users to create apparent usability pattern for
the specific BPR actions undertaken. The user segmentation
provided by the rank reversal of usability alternatives would
enable the collaborative organizations to optimize the
allocation and deployment of their human resources.
However, the De of rank reversal of usability alternatives are
identified as constraining factors of BPR at an early stage of
ERP training. It is also expected that these constraining
factors at an early stage of ERP training would provide early
indications to users about technology's transition through
various phases. In addition they could even provide a solid
understanding of the non-linear apparent usability
relationship between the goals that would vary. One such
early BPR activity with an identification of user criteria
would allow the processes to gather the research data whilst
addressing the quality and acceptability issues of user
replacement. However, preservation of usability ranking
alternatives in turn would allow the biased user criteria to
prioritize their usability efforts. This includes gathering the
research data by users whilst providing them with more
efficient and high-value ERP training services based on their
individual decision elements [22 & 23]. Once the research
data is gathered through these elicitation tools, usability
decision making becomes straightforward for organizational
effectiveness, technology integration control efficiency and
user satisfaction.
Initially, research data set could be constructed during this
pilot stage of ERP training together with the De and usability
patterns related to them. When utilizing these tools to
construct research data, more precautions or steps needs to be
undertaken by the De of users whilst selecting the
reinforcement factors that are more favorable to them. The
research findings however could then be checked against the
strategic framework of CSO to ensure that contextuality has
not been lost. This is followed by examination of data and
conclusions are made from and constantly compared with
research data. Thus, one could customize or narrow down the
apparent usability pattern through De by having positive and
negative results either to propel or direct the CSO. On the

Testing the consistency of these CSOM in particular
would enable the individual users to set up a totally unique
set of initial usability views and matches them with the
business strategies that suit their personalized experience.
However, when establishing their usability needs, the
consistency of these matrices would allow organizations to
create and store views of individuals as part of a new culture
of strategic business process thinking. Thus, Decision
elements (De) which in turn make the usability aware TC
business system. It is important that differences in De could
reflect in the way that collaborative organizations evaluate
their apparent usability outcome. This would allow the
business processes to render apparent usability research data
in the most meaningful way besides addressing the BPR
changeover forecasts. It is seen clearly from the above
discussions that, the application of AHP involves usability
interventions through De that are necessary to assist users to
make specific and deliberative usability choices among
alternatives available. However in order to improve user's
decision making process, the essential components of De
such as opinions and perceptions for different user groups
and different types of decisions need to be established
initially. It is important that consensus needs to be reached
regarding standards for developing and evaluating these De.
To do so, a systematic review is needed to summarize about
the efficacy of the components of De. Thus, it could offer
the users an ability to command a vast array of powerful and
expensive diagnostic apparent usability interventions during
ERP training. In addition these techniques carry with them a
social responsibility to use all these resources wisely during
ERP training [22, 23 & 30]. Ranking in particular emphasize
the adaptive usability alternatives of the interdependency of
user criteria in a sub-optimum manner of BPR. This includes
offering the users an opportunity to have usability related
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other hand, it could enable us either to pre-act or pro-act or would focus on analytical knowledge processing and
management of a TC business system for apparent usability
act-instantaneously upon the CSO [59].
solution.
As user population growth during ERP training is a major
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